Marks. In many ways the most successful chapter is the final presentation, 'The curious career of internal medicine' by Rosemary Stevens, who deals skilfully with the vexed issues of general specialist versus sub-specialist and the other tensions which beset internal medicine. Despite the questions of "power, politics and professionalism", which "jostle uneasily for prominence as internal medicine struggles for consensus over purpose and mission in an environment dominated by health care systems", she concludes that "internal medicine holds a pivotal position in American medicine". Its leaders and institutions have great power and for this reason will play an enormously important role in the future development of American medicine and the American medical profession.
In a vast, multifaceted argument, conveniently outlined in the book's preface, three theses stand out. The first-that there was, and is, something distinctive about Russians' ways of treating the topics listed above-will excite little controversy. The second thesis is more provocative. Joravsky espouses no psychological viewpoint, but argues that the war of schools and succession of fashions that is so endemic in psychology was inevitable. Because the psyche itself lies between mind, brain, and society, "the modern science of mind was predestined at conception to flounder between philosophy and neurophysiology and social science, as it has for more than a century now" (p. xv). Such corruscating scepticism will win no friends among readers who prefer their histories of science to consist of cheerleading for the ultimately "right" side, or indeed with anyone who wants to believe there can be scientific knowledge in psychology, however defined. Joravsky's third thesis builds on the other two. Given the inevitable fractiousness in psychology in the West generally, he maintains, the history of psychological thinking in Russia is understandable as an extraordinarily complex interplay between two sets of forces. On the one hand, the academics continued to claim that they could explain the whole of the psyche from some piece of it; on the other hand, political ideologists were sure that they already possessed wisdom on humankind, but still required the technological services psychologists and psychiatrists could provide. In this interplay of forces Joravsky finds no essential discontinuity from the relatively open discussion of the 1920s to the Stalin era.
Along the way, Joravsky rescues a number of important scientists from ideologicallymandated historical straitjackets. Ivan M. Sechenov, "the father of Russian physiology", for example, was not a proto-materialist. Despite the title of his most famous book, Reflexes of the brain, he was a mind-body dualist and a political liberal, whose attempt to create a "medical psychology" by discovering neural centres for excitation and inhibition was an abject failure. The teacher-student lineage Soviet writers have constructed from Sechenov to Ivan Petrovich Pavlov, which is often cited uncritically by Anglo-American writers, is largely legendary.
